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Abstract. The heavyion counter(HIC) on the Galileospacecraft
consistsof two low-energy
telescopes
thatwereproof-testmodelsof thetelescopes
usedfor the cosmicray subsystem
(CRS)
on Voyager. The telescopes
on HIC wereimprovedto betterwithstandthe intenseradiation
environmentof the Joviansystemandto measurehigher-energy
particleswith greatersensitivity.
The similarityof thesetwo instruments
makesit naturalto comparethe datain an effortto glean
insighton thebehaviorof heavyion fluxesat higherenergiesandhow the innerJovian
magnetosphere
haschangedin the last 18 years. InsideL = 6, the oxygenspectrumsuggests
a
spectralbreakat -• 7500 MeV/Gauss,corresponding
to ionswith gyroradiiof-• 1.5 R•oat œ= 6.
A comparison
of thephasespacedensities
showremarkableagreement
betweenthetwo time

periods
outside
of theIo orbit,withdifferential
spectra
consistent
with¾-•-8 above-6
MeV/nucleon. Near Io Galileoobserveda largedensitygradientnot apparentin the Voyagerdata
thatmay be dueto localtime asymmetries
or a decreasein theradialdiffusionrate.

1.

Introduction

In 1989, Galileo was launchedto study the Jovian system
in more detail. An encounterwith Io was planned for the first
The Voyager passagesthrough the Jovian magnetosphere
orbit when the spacecraftentered the Jovian system in
revealed an energetic heavy ion composition that differs
December1995. The heavy ion counter(HIC)on Galileo is
substantially fromthat of the solar wind and interplanetary
medium [Krimigiset al., 1979a, b; Vogt et al., 1979a, b]. The composedof two proof-testmodelsof the CRS LETs, modified
sourceof the observeddominantfluxesof oxygenand sulfur as to enhanceoperation in the Jovian radiation environment,
which makesa comparisonof the Voyager 1 and Galileo data
well as the smaller amounts of sodium is the Io toms.
The
spatial and energetic distribution of heavy ions of energies sets natural. The improvementsmadeto HIC allow the CRS
energy spectrato be extendedto- 50 MeV/nucleon and the
greaterthan 1 MeV/nucleonwere measuredby two of the lowenergy telescopes (LETs) comprising the cosmic ray phasespacedensitygradientsover a larger L rangefor several
subsystem(CRS). The measurements
disclosed very steep magneticmomentsto be determined. A comparisonof the
energy spectrawith power law indices of-• 6- 7 at energies observations made over commonmagnetic moment intervals
can begin to address long-term temporal changes in the
between 8 and 15 MeV/nucleon.
Data obtained at different
particle
flux which is sensiti*e to changesin the Io plasma
radial distancesallowed phasespacedensity gradientsto be
toms
density,
diffusionrates,and scatteringtimescales. The
determinedand illustrated significant particle loss occurring
between5 and 12 Pv [Gehrelset al. 1981; Gehrels and Stone CRS datausedfor this comparisonwere presentedby Gehrels
1983]. Sincethe Voyager-1 encounterwas brief and Voyager et al. [1981] and Gehrelsand Stone [1983], and in this paper
2 did not pass inside 10 RJ, the temporaldependenceof the we concentrateon a comparisonof the oxygen and sulfur
(L < 8).
particle loss could not be studied. Limited statistics spectrain the innermagnetosphere
prevented the characterizationof the spectra at energies
greaterthan 15 MeV/nucleon and the determinationof phase 2.
Instrumentation
spacedensitiesinsideL -• 10 for high magneticmoments.
The low-energy telescopes(LETs) are standard dE/dx
versusresidual energy instrumentsusing a series of solid
state detectors to make measurementsover a broad energy
Copyright2000by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
range. On CRS the LETs coveran energyrangeof-• 1 - 25
MeV/nucleon,while on HIC, the combinedenergyrangeof the
Papernumber1999JA000021.

two LETs is -• 6 - 200 MeV/nucleon.
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LETs(LET E) hasthickerdetectors
optimizedfor nucleiwith
energiesof 15-200 MeV/nucleonwith a thick window that
shieldsthe detectors
from low-energyprotons. Although this
alsoexcludeslower-energy
oxygenand sulfurions, theseions

theLET B countrateforthis intervalas a functionof L. The
gaps in the counting rate correspondto changesin the
detectorcoincidencemode,with the highest rate occurring
whenonlythe front (LB 1) detector,with a 2.4 MeV/nucleon

are measuredby the secondHIC LET (LET B) that has a
thinner window and a threshold of 6 MeV/nucleon in the
normal operating mode (three-detectorcoincidenceand one
anticoincidencedetector). When one or two detectors are
deleted fromthe coincidencerequirement,the threshold is
reducedto 4 and 2.4 MeV/nucleon, respectively. This was
doneat consecutive
intervalsduringthe Io flyby on December
7, 1995. The electronic thresholds on individual HIC
detectorsare also substantiallyhigher than on CRS to reduce
the counting rate due to the large trapped proton flux. The
HIC geometryfactor is larger by a factor of 10 (in certain
modes),allowing much lower fluxes to be measured. More
detaileddescriptions
of HIC and CRS are given by Garrard et
al. [1992] andStoneet al. [1977], respectively.

threshold, was required and lower rates resulting from the
double (4 MeV/nucleon) and triple (6 MeV/nucleon)
coincidencemodes. The lowest threshold was maintained
during closestapproachto Io and resulted in a well-defined
"microsignature"
to be discussed
in futurework. The changes
in count rates at each shift in the coincidencerequirement
indicatean approximate
spectralindexof •- 2.5 for the integral
flux spectrumat 2.4 - 6 MeV/nucleon, considerablyharder
than found at higher energies with LET E, as will be
discussedlater.
Figure lb showsthe spin averagedcount rate profile of the
first LET E detector(LE 1) for the sametime period. The data
were obtainedover two time periodsseparatedby 5 hours,the
first occurringwhile Galileo was inbound and covering an L
range of 8 - 5.4 and the second being outbound and

3.

Observations

corresponding
to5.4> L > 4.4(theLETB sensor
wasturned

off during this secondtime period). These data were divided
into three regions for analysis: (1) radially outside the

The HIC resultsreportedhere were accumulatedduring the
Io orbit passageon December7 - 8, 1995. Figure la shows macrosignature
(centeredaround5.9 Po), (2) spanningit, and
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Figure 1. (a) Low-energytelescope
(LET) B and(b) LET E spin-averaged
singlesrate versusradial distancefor Io
encounter.The dashedcurvesin the gapsin the dataare to guidethe eye.
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(3) radially inside. The boundariesof these regions, placed at
L values of-6.6 and 5.0, were subjective estimatesof where
particlelossesdue to Io (whosepositionvariesfrom L - 5,9 to
6.9) begin to dominate over lossesmost likely due to pitch
angle scattering[Gehrels,1982]. Within eachregion the data
were further divided into - 1 hour long time periods
(subregions l a, lb, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a, 3b). Such long averaging
timeswere necessarydue to the limited statistics. The times,
averageL shell, L shell range and spacecraftand equatorial
magnetic field magnitudes (estimated from a model by A.
Cheng and C. Paranicas, private communication,1996) for
each subregionare given in Table 1.
For eachLET E event the nuclear chargeZ was calculated,
and evident background was subtracted. Those events with
an estimatedZ within given rangeswere classifiedas oxygen
or sulfur. Figure 2 illustrates these ranges for region 1.
Incident energy was determined from the total energy
depositedby the ion in the telescopeand the counts were
converted into a flux using a response matrix which
characterizes

LET
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4. Energy Spectra
The oxygen spectrafor each subregion are presented in
Figure 3. Spectral indices of power law fits to the data are
given in Table 2. From Figure 3 it is apparentthat as the
particlesdiffuse inward toward Io's orbit (œ---5.9), there is a
slightsofteningof the spectrum,as would be expecteddue to
strongpitch angle scatteringbelievedto be occurringat œ> 6
[Thorne, 1982]. When the particles have passed Io, the
spectrumbecomes much softer with the suggestion of a
spectralbreak around7500 MeV/Gauss. The dramaticchange
in the spectral index from œ = 6.4-5.8 at magneticmoments
above 7500 MeV/Gauss supports the conclusion that the
diffusiontime increasesby an order of magnitudenear œ = 6
[c.f.Figure 10, Gehrels and Stone [1983] and Siscoe et al.
[1981]]. Suchan increaseallows moretime for scatteringand
results in a greater loss of particles with larger magnetic
moments,softeningthe spectrum.Inside œ= 5.8, the spectra
above the 7500 MeV/Gauss harden with decreasing œ,
indicatingthat pitch angle scatteringat the strong scattering
limit is not the dominantlossprocessinsideIo, as this would
softenthe spectra. However,it is evident fromthe decreasein

differentialflux betweenœ = 5.8 and 5.3 that there is pitch
angle scatteringoccurring,resulting in a substantialparticle
lossin this region. Sincethe phasespacedensityis inversely

relatedto the flux by a factorof Be, which increases
with
decreasing
radial distance,one expectsa large positive radial
gradientin density to be determinedfromthese data. This is
the case and will be discussed in more detail in section 5.
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14

18

CalculatedNuclear ChargeZ
Figure 2. LET E events (with energies greater than 15
MeV/nucleon)from region1. The two Z rangesdenoteevents
that were classifiedas either oxygenor sulfur.

The presenceand position of the spectral break in the
spectrumat L = 4.5 corresponds
to oxygenionswith gyroradii
of- 1.5 R•oat œ= 6 and is possiblyindicativeof Io's influence
on the flux of heavy ions. That the spectrumis harderbelow
the break than above is consistent with Io preferentially
absorbingions with smaller gyroradii and not significantly
affectingthose with gyroradii greaterthan ---1.5 R•o. This is
supported by the significant reduction in C/O inside Io's
orbit comparedto outside Io's orbit reportedby Garrard et
al. [1996]. Carbon,which originates fromthe solar wind, is
nearly fully strippedand has a muchsmallergyroradiusthan
oxygen,which is predominantlyIogenic and singly charged
[Barbosaet al., 1984; Hamilton et al., 1992].
Spectra from subregions l a and 2c were obtained at
comparabledistancesto spectrapresented by Gehrels and
Stone [1983]. In Figure 4 it can be seenthat the differential

spectrum
(E'7'9'•0'3)
for E > 14 MeV/nucleon
is consistent
withintheuncertainties
with thefit (E'7'0•-2'6)
to theVoyager

,Table1. Subre•;ionCharacteristics
Subregion StartTime

16

StopTime

<R>

<B>*

<Bo>*

la

3411521

3411603

7.4

0.0109

0.0101

7.22 - 7.76

7.5

lb

341 1603

341 1645

6.9

0.0133

0.0127

6.68 - 7.22

7.0

2a

341 1645

341 1735

6.3

0.0168

0.0165

6.06 -6.68

6.4

2b

341 1735

341 1826

5.7

0.0222

0.0221

5.49 - 6.06

5.8

2c

342 0050

342 0126

5.3

0.0294

0.0288

5.11 - 5.47

5.3

3a

342 0006

342 0050

4.9

0.0366

0.0359

4.72 - 5.11

4.9

3b

341 2322

342 0006

4.4

0.0468

0.0462

4.39 - 4.72

4.5

L Range*

<L>*

,

* Determined
frommodel
byA. Chengand C. Paranicas(privatecommunication,1996).
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Table2. Subre[lion
Oxy[[enSpectral
Indices
L Value

MagneticMoment

OxygenDifferential

(MeWGauss)

Spec,
tralIndex

7.5

20500 - 70600

-7.9 + 0.3

7.0

16800 - 49000

-8.1 + 0.2

6.4

13300 - 45700

-8.3 + 0.2

5.8

10000 - 24900

-11.5 + 0.5

PAST AND PRESENT

14 MeV/nucleon,we have assumedthe spectralshape
observed
at L = 4.5 is typical; that is, a spectralbreakwould
be evident in the L = 5.3 Galileo spectrumif data were
obtained at lower magnetic moments. Thus we have
normalizedthe Galileo spectrumat L = 4.5 to thatat L = 5.3 in
the overlappinginterval 7500 < g < 9000 MeWGauss. As
shown in Figure 5, this estimate indicates that the fluxes

5.3

7600 - 22100

- 11.2 + 0.3

observed
by Galileoare depletedrelativeto thoseof Voyager

4.9

6100- 7500

-5.6*

at the sameenergy/nucleon
by a factorof-• 6. Sucha reduction

4.9

7500 - 21000

-10.6 + 0.6

could be due to a decrease in the diffusion rate and/or an
increase in the loss rates. Because of the much lower sulfur

4.5

4800 - 7500

-5.6 + 0.6

4.5

7500 - 13900

-8.7 + 0.6

fluxesat L = 4.5, a similar extrapolationto L = 5.3 for
comparison
with Voyageris not possible.

* Assumedfrom spectratakenat L = 4.5.

5.
data.Thegeneralincreasein flux with decreasing
distanceis
reflectedin the increasein the countingrate observedin both
theCRSdata[Gehrelset al., 1981] andthe HIC data(Figure

Phase Space Density
Phase
space
densityis relatedto thequantity
JiB2 in the

following manner:

1) asthe spacecraft
movefrom L valuesof 8 to 7.

f-

In Figure5, CRS and HIC spectrafor oxygenand sulfurat
2m#2
B2
(1)
5.3 R• areshown. The spectralindexof the CRS oxygendata
is similarto that observedbelow the apparentbreak in the whereJ•_is the integralfluxat a pitch angleof 90ø, g is the
HIC oxygenspectraobtainedat 4.5 R•. The position of the magneticmoment,and¾=-[d log(Jl)]/[d log(g)] [Gehrelset
break in Figure 3 correspondsto-• 13 MeV/nucleon, al., 1981].To compare
theHIC datawiththeCRS phasespace
coincidentwith the maximumenergyof the CRS data. To densityresults,the pitch angle distribution of the ions and
estimate
the Galileospectrum
at L = 5.3 for energieslessthan the magneticfield magnitudemust be known. Galileo is a
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Figure3. Oxygen
energy
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indices
asgivenin Table2.
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Figure 4. Oxygenenergyspectrafor cosmicray subsystem
(CRS) data(open squaresand circles) taken at 10.1 and
7.9 R• and heavy ion counter(HIC) data (solid circles)taken at 7.5 R•. Fits are power laws with indices 7.0 + 2.6
for the CRS data and 7.9 + 0.3 for the HIC data.

spinning spacecraftand HIC is mounted such that the
openings of the telescopessweep through a plane whose
normal is typically perpendicular to the direction of the
magneticfield. Thus all pitch anglesare sampled. The LET B
rate datafor 10 separatetime periods during the Io passhave
been accumulatedas a function of spin phase. The resulting
distributions

have been fit with

a distribution

moment. This, combinedwith the pitch anglecorrection,leads
to

(4)
1+

g +---sing

8 ao

of the form

given by Gehrels [1982]:
where <d> is the spin-averagedflux obtained from the HIC

j(o0o,:
ao
- •- +• a2
cos
2t•

(2)

where ct is the pitch angle, a2 and ao are fit parameters.In all
10 periods a value of a2/ao = -0.21 + 0.05 adequately
representsthe data.
The fluxes obtained

from the HIC

data

also

have

to be

convenedto the fluxesexpectedat the magneticequator. This
is done using the fact that particles along the samemagnetic
field line can be relatedby
B

sin20•= --sin20•o

Bo

data and

• =sin-l
•

(5)

Kivelson et al. [1996] have noted that the magneticfield is
distorted in a region near Io. Since the duration of this
deviation is smallcomparedto the integrationtimes used in
this paper,we have not correctedfor this.

At several
values
ofthemagnetic
moment,
a ratioofJffB2 at
different radial distances can be calculated

and used to extend

phase space density calculations made with CRS data. In

(3) Figure 6 the HIC points are given as solid symbols and the

CRS dataas open symbols. For L > 6, the CRS and HIC data
where the subscript 0 refersto values at the equator. This are consistent,indicating little changein the ion density in
relation is derived fromconservationof energy and magnetic this region. In contrast,Mauk et al. [1998] find a decreaseof
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Figure 5. Oxygenand sulfurenergyspectrataken at 5.3 /G for CRS data (open circles and squares)and HIC data
(solid circlesand squares).HIC datafrom 4.5/G (solidtriangles)have beennormalizedto the 5.3/G spectrumat 14
MeV/nucleonfor comparisonwith the CRS oxygenspectrum.Fits are power laws.

---3 in the ion population observedat tens of kiloelectron
volts by the energeticparticle detector(EPD) on Galileo as
compared to the low energy charged particle (LECP)
instrumenton Voyager. They also find that the characteristic
energy of the Galileo EPD ion spectrais higher than that
observedby the VoyagerLECP instrument,consistentwith a
larger depletion at low energiesthan at high. Mauk et al.
suggestthat the depletion is causedby increasedlossesdue
to chargeexchangewith a neutralpopulationdenserthan that
,.t, .....

a in the ';'•"

of xr.......

-e,. .....

:.......

,..., ,,. ......

MeV/nucleon.

In the absence of losses the integral flux

should
increase
withdecreasing
L according
to d(>E)---L
-(3•'6)
due to inward diffusion

and betatron

acceleration.

As seen in

Figure lb, there is an Io absorptionmicrosignatureat 6.0 > L >
5.9. That the radial profile is slowly increasingjust inside Io
at 5.9 > L > 5.73 and only modestly increasinginto L = 5.61
indicates significant losses occur between L--- 5.6 and ---5.9.
Much smallerlossesat L < 5.61 result in a rapidly increasing
flux with decreasing L, consistent with the smaller radial
•.a ..........
phasespace'•'"•:"' •' ..... :" Figure 6 for L '
5.3.

s•ction for these losses is strongly energy dependentwith
lower •n•rgi•s b•ing preferentially&pl•t•d. Thus w• would
•xp•ct a smaller r•duction at th• •n•rgi•s m•asur•d by HIC

Richardson and Siscoe [1981] pointed out that the sharp
inner edge of the Io plasma torus indicated a much smaller

and CRS.

radial

Th• Galileo data obtained insi& L: 6 am substantially
lower th• thoseof Voyager. Most of the differenceis due to
the l•ge densi• gradient evident in the HIC data over
roughly5.3 < L < 6.4, a regiondominatedby Io and the plasma
to•s. For L < 5.3, th• densi• gradients obse•ed by HIC are
not yew differentfrom thoseseenby CRS. Becauseof the large
averagingint•als used,th• •xt•nt in L of th• st•p gradients
cabot be accuratelydete•ined fromthe phasespacedensity
data. Greater radial r•solution is provi&d by th• LET E
counting rat• (Figur• 1) which is a m•a•ur• mainly of th•
integral •ux (•(>•)of oxygen with •n•rgi•s greater than 15

where centrifugalinterchangeinstabilities are effective. This
results in a small inward diffusion velocity and longer times
for losses to reduce the phase space density [e.g., Thorne,
1982]. While this corresponds
to the sameL region where the
large Galileo gradient was observed, the differencein the
magnitudeof the gradientas observedby Galileo comparedto
that of Voyagerremainsto be explained.
Galileo passedmuchcloser to Io (900 km)than Voyager
(20570 km); however, it is unlikely that this explains the
differencein observed gradients since the distance from the
moon should only affect the particle density within the

diffusion

coefficient

inside

than

outside

Io's

orbit
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Figure 6. Phasespacedensityas a functionof L valuefor severaldifferentmagneticmoments.Open symbolsare
CRS data;solid symbolsare HIC data.

microsignature(seen in the Galileo data at L = 5.9- 6.0),
certainlynot over a regionas large as L = 5.6 - 5.9. It can be
seenfromFigure 7 that the Galileo and Voyager data for L >
5.3 were obtained at differentlocal times. Armstrong et al.
[1981] observeda significant inbound-outbound asymmetry
in the ion fluxes measurednear Io's orbit, possibly due to
localtime differences. Similarly, the discrepancybetween the
Galileo and Voyagerphasespacedensitiescouldbe a result of
the -• 6 hourlocaltime difference,although the data presented
by Gehrelsand Stone [1983] fromL = 5.9 - 5.3 are averaged
over two periods separatedby-• 3 hours in local time.
Alternatively, the larger losses observed by Galileo could
indicate that either radial diffusionwas slower or scattering
timescaleswere shorter than at the time of the Voyager
observations.

6.

Conclusions

The HIC sensor on Galileo is very similar to the CRS
instrumenton Voyager yet covers a larger energy range and
hasa biggergeometricfactor. Thus combiningthe data allows
a morecompletepicture to be made of the properties of the
high-energy particles found in the inner magnetosphereof
Jupiter. Such a comparison was made using the Galileo
encounterwith Io uponthe spacecraftarrival at Jupiterand the
CRS data presentedby Gehrels and Stone [1983].

The comparison
for L-• 7.5 to 10 indicatesthat the oxygen
spectrumis consistentwith a singlepower law of ¾-• -8 above
- 6 MeV/nucleon. Combiningthe data inside L = 6 suggests
that there is a breakin the spectrumat - 13 MeV/nucleon. The
position of this break is consistent with that seen in the
Galileo oxygenspectraobtainedat 4.5/G (and hintedat in the
L = 4.9 data) and corresponds
to an oxygengyroradiusof-• 1.5
Rzo, implying that Io more efficiently absorbs ions with
gyroradii less than this.
Oxygen spectra obtained outside the orbit of Io are
substantially harderthan those acquired inside. There is a
slight decreasein the spectral index as L decreasestoward Io
which is expectedin the presenceof significant strong pitch
angle scattering. The distinctchangein index from outside to
insidethe Io orbit is consistentwith a dramaticchangein the
diffusiontime nearL = 6. The spectralindices obtained at L <
6 suggestthat particle scatteringat the strong pitch angle
scatteringlimit is not the dominantloss processin this region
although significantscatteringlossesare still occurring.

Calculations
of JiB2 allowthephasespace
densitycurves
of Gehrels and Stone [1983] to be extended to smaller L
values for four values of the magneticmoment. For L > 6 the
densitiesobserved by HIC and CRS are comparable,while at
smallerdistancesthe HIC densities are substantially reduced.
In the L range of 5.6-5.9, significant losses are occurring,
similar to a region at the inner edge of the plasma toms
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